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Click on the “access to your session” button to launch the chairperson interface

This interface and all views & functionalities you will access, will NOT appear on the main screen – This is your personal interface.
The presentations appear on the left side of the screen.

- Names are in green when the presentation is uploaded
- Names are in grey when the presentation is not uploaded yet.
- Presentations in grey with “Withdrawn” means the presentation has been cancelled and no replacement is planned.

You will be notified by an alarm if a presentation missing has been uploaded.
NAVIGATE THROUGH THE SLIDES

You can view any slide of the current or next presentations by clicking on the presentation title at any time.

It will have no impact on the main screen in the lecture room.
**SCREEN OPTIONS**

**Presentation full screen**

By clicking on this icon on the top right corner of the screen you are able to switch at any time to a « Presentation Full Screen » Mode to review the slides of a presentation.

---

**Switch back to chairperson interface**

Click on this icon to go back to the functionnalities screen or click on the icons on the left bar menu to activate the functionality you require (evaluation, questions from mobile app, etc)
SESSION TIME MANAGEMENT

The top green cursor shows the overall session timing

Remaining time for the session is indicated on the left in red

A time keeper alert will appear 5 and 1 minutes before the session end which means that you need to conclude.

PRESENTATION TIME MANAGEMENT

Time left for each speaker is indicated below the presentation title in grey.

There will be no alarm to indicate the end of a presentation – the Chairpersons should follow the cursor to manage presentation timing.
INCOMING QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE

This feature allows you to get questions from the audience via their Mob App.

You’ll be notified of an incoming question by the icon with the question mark on the left side of the screen.

You can decide to address these during the discussion time at the end of the presentation.

N.B – Not all sessions have this feature activated. If this feature is available you’ll see the notification on the Introduction show on the bottom right of the screen.
This icon allows you to access the list of presentations and grade each presentation based on several criteria.

Please rate all presentations at the end of the presentation.

You may also access and modify your presentation grades at the end of the session when evaluating the overall session.
SESSION EVALUATION

Your feedback is essential for the evaluation of the session and the speakers.

Your comments are very valuable to assist us in the preparation of future programmes.

This icon allows you to evaluate the overall session and to review the comments you may have already entered on previous presentations.
HELP AND ASSISTANCE CHAT

If you have any kind of issues or requests, click on the red avatar at the bottom left of the screen.

An orange tab will appear, select the type of problem, write your message & click ‘send’.

A Lecture Room hostess is also here at all time to assist you with any questions you may have on this chairperson interface.